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BIM-GIS integration towards Digital Twin:
shaping smart for rethinking cities
Original article by: Sofia Agostinelli and Elisa Pennacchia
GIS, BIM and Digital Twins Laboratory
CITERA - Interdepartmental Research Centre for Territory, Architecture, Heritage and Environment
Sapienza University of Rome

Cities are complex systems connected to demographic, economic and ecological conditions and evolution. The progressive transformation of the modus vivendi and related needs of the population requires accurate analysis to understand the ever-increasing complexity of urban contexts.
Cities are the main sources of environmental pollutants on a global level and the places where vulnerability to climate
risks and related upheavals can be tackled, as well as the major socio-economic and human health challenges. Therefore,
they are the most appropriate places to start the transition towards sustainability, linking the sustainable development
agenda with the ICT of pervasive digital research and development.
Trying to build a scientific and technological system allowing to analyze and predict future scenarios and events that
may have a significant impact on communities is strategically important in order to develop and direct risk prevention
interventions as well as sustainable management of buildings and urban agglomerations.
In fact, a deep understanding about relevant connections between the integration of urban planning with different
enabling Information Communication Technologies - ICT1 (such as modelling and simulations, Internet of Things,
Artificial Intelligence for learning and reasoning) is becoming more and more related to a new paradigm based on
approaching predictive scenarios in urban sustainability for the configuration of long-term policies. In fact, the development of Urban Intelligence2 (UI) paradigms set out ecosystems of technologies aimed at improving quality of life and
wellbeing, defining a new urban environment made up of Smart City systems.
The introduction of ICT-based dynamic strategies in urban development needs a deep focus on a user-approach
including the interactions between people and infrastructures through the definition of a City Digital Twin, which is
namely a cyber-physical counterpart of all the city systems and subsystems, combining advanced real-time multidisciplinary city modelling, simulation and learning tools with numerical optimization techniques.
Thus, Urban Intelligence environments are able to provide alternative strategies and scenarios supporting policy
makers and stakeholders in designing sustainable and customized solutions. Then the main characteristics of a Urban
Intelligence architecture are:
- fully multidisciplinary integration of city layers;
- real-time connection and evolution with the city;
- integration of participative strategies to include “human oriented” information;
- modularity of application.
1
According to Ajayi, O. O (2009), ICT can be defined as a technological means of collecting (inputting/gathering), collating (processing/analyzing), and conveying
(outputting/transferring) information via technology.
2
Urban Computing and Intelligence can bridge the gap of pervasive computing, intelligent computing, cooperative communication, mass data management technologies and artificial intelligence to improve urban environments and quality of life in smart city systems.
Roche, S. Geographic Information Science II. Prog. Hum. Geogr. 2016, 40, 565–573. [1] describes the concept of urban intelligence as the urban stakeholders’ ability
to depict the connected complex urban places (i.e., platial urban dynamics). Hence, smart cities are not only continuous spaces crowded with quantitative data and
sensors; they are also about complex place dynamics based on citizens interactions, for instance, with respect to places (sense of place (SoP)) or social relationships
(social capital (SC)). G. White and S. Clarke, Urban Intelligence With Deep Edges in IEEE Access, 2020, vol. 8, pp. 7518-7530.
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A City Digital Twin3 based on a Urban Intelligence paradigm leverages crossovers between mobile networking (IoT Internet of Things), process modelling, and Artificial Intelligence (AI), with the aim of learning, reasoning, and targeting
a city (Smart City) where infrastructures and city assets are coordinated and integrated using digital technologies [1, 2].
The result is a digital eco-system of infrastructures and services that allows the creation of a Digital Twin (DT) of
complex real/physical systems such as cities, including their systems and subsystems (e.g., transportation, energy distribution, water usage, population, education, health, cultural heritage, etc. [3]).
Some experiences of DT models have been implemented in India, Southeast Asia, and Europe [4, 5] always trying
to solve very specific problems without a full common/global approach for UI providing effective generalizations [6].
This is why the evolution of Smart City approaches opens up new directions towards integrated and intelligent systems for the government of cities, using multiple integrated data sources (from sensors to data platforms for Citizen
involvement) using a holistic approach. The objective is a real-time integration of heterogeneous data controlled by
multidisciplinary optimization approaches in a flexible and adaptive digital model that learns from and evolves with the
real city, being capable of anticipating future scenarios.
From this perspective, the integration between Building Information Models (BIM) and Geographic Information
Systems (GIS)4 becomes a crucial strategy aimed at increasing efficiency in information processes between building
systems and subsystems analysis, urban planning applications, disaster management, cadastre and homeland security
and so on.
Smart City applications need mass data, both static and dynamic, current and historical, geometrical and semantic,
microscopic and macroscopic to integrate ICT and IoT solutions in a secure way to manage city assets etc. Therefore,
BIM and GIS can be used to collect, manage and create lifecycle data of vertical facilities, as well as data describing the
urban environment, which is horizontally distributed. Hence, integrated application of BIM and GIS is becoming essential in Smart City management applications where data of both facilities and urban environment are required.
The idea of Digital Smart City shapes such the creation, analysis and use of information about the urban environment in all its dimensions, managing to ensure the desired quality of life for its inhabitants, while achieving sustainable
results in economic, social and environmental terms. In other words, a Digital Twin of a urban system can also be a key
tool for the storage, visualization, analysis and creation of data useful for managing the urban lifecycle.
Given the absolute centrality of data in the configuration of full-digital processes, a significant development is the
integrated use of GIS and BIM for information management and processing. Although they share the essential concept
of describing the real world through the combination of representation and information, they are conceived and developed as belonging to different domains.
While BIM focuses on buildings and on the representation of construction details, i.e. micro-level data, often unrelated to context, GIS specializes in geospatial information defining the environmental level, and it is used to generate
information at the macro-level, such as topographical data.
Their main differences can be summarized in different users, application focuses, development phases, spatial scales,
coordinate systems, semantic and geometric representations, levels of granularity and methods of storing and accessing
information. The need for a global vision of the city, both in width (house, neighbourhood, city) and in depth (architecture, structures, installations), is growing a general interest to deepen the overlapping nature of BIM and GIS. The integrated use of these technologies can bring benefits in both fields of action. Infact, information from a GIS can facilitate
3

Digital Twins are an endeavor to create intelligent adaptive machines by generating a parallel virtual version of the system utilizing real time data and analytics
for understanding the physical system. Information connectivity, analytical, and visualization capabilities enabled by Internet of Things (IoT) and emerging
virtualization technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), and Mixed Reality (MR) allow for the creation of a digital twin of a building
(to include residential, commercial, factories, etc.), a community (to include neighborhoods, corporate campuses, military installations), and a city.

4

A BIM-GIS model requires a complex semantic framework. However semantic models are needed for different engineering and planning applications that require
complex queries and analysis.
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BIM applications such as site selection and on-site material placement, while BIM models can help generate detailed
models in a GIS and lead to greater effectiveness in project management. While BIM systems focus on developing objects with the maximum level of detail in geometry, GIS is applied to analyse objects, which already exist in the physical
environment, in the most abstract way.
That is why achieving interoperability between both domains will offer substantial benefits, as each domain brings
information and services the other lacks.
For example, considering the information management of new construction projects, the integration of BIM and
GIS can support applications such as supply chain management, getting a detailed takeoff in the early procurement
phase, using GIS to perform geospatial analysis of the logistics delivery in a visualized construction supply chain management system, developed for tracking materials and providing warning for delivery accidents. This visualized method
of digital monitoring and control reduces time and cost for logistics delivery. Even for building retrofit projects, the integration of BIM and GIS supports decision-making. Putting as-is geometric BIM data and other necessary data into GIS,
it becomes possible to create a pre-retrofit simulation model to perform building data, mapping issues to be renovated
and corresponding solutions for building renovations.
This development leads to an important design and process innovation for territorial information systems playing a
fundamental role in addressing the development of built environment, providing both the congruity information management in GIS environment and the information produced through BIM processes. GIS systems are able to provide
the context and the cartographic basis of any intervention and, at the same time, it extends the value of BIM design data
through their visualization and geographical analysis that can be performed.
It can be observed even how the theme of overlapping models and their ability to interact without loss of information, (i.e. interoperability), represents the main aspect for the effective possibility of grouping models.
From a methodological development point of view, it is clear that the import and incorporation in a GIS of the
geometries and data useful to computerize the entity in a timely manner, involves, on the one hand, a greater exploitation of the potential of BIM on different scales of representation, on the other hand, thanks to this context, the
GIS technology can be consolidated to provide essential information to the organizations for managing the building
heritage.
This capability becomes possible through the creation of geodatabases, identifying entities spatially related one to
each other. In this regard, one of the most important drivers is sharing the information that must be entered only once
into the database, giving the possibility to optimize information management, increasing accuracy through the addition
of new information, not by iterative entry of the same data already entered.
However, researchers use different integration patterns and platforms still lacking enough practice and validation in
different fields for the whole lifecycle. Therefore, for future research, it is suggested a focus on issues including using a
unified model, better based on standard data format of Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)5 and City Geography Markup
Language (CityGML)6 for Smart City applications on multiple purposes across the whole lifecycle, developing a corresponding data platform.
In addition, achieving a coherent collaboration between both domains will enable the creation of a continuity of
5

IFC is defined as an object-based file format oriented specification for exchanging, sharing and re-using information throughout the building industry’s life cycle.
It is an open file format developed and maintained by International Alliance for Interoperability since 1995. El-Mekawy, M.; Östman, A.; Hijazi, I. An Evaluation of
IFC-CityGML Unidirectional conversion. Int. J. Adv.Comput. Sci. Appl. 2012,3, 159–171
6
CityGML, is a common information model and XML-based encoding for the representation, storage, and exchange of virtual 3D city and landscape models. It
is realized as an opened data model and implemented as an application schema (Schema is the organization or structure of a database. The term is often used in
relational databases and object-oriented databases) for the Geography Markup Language 3 (GML3), the extendible international standard for spatial data exchange
issued by Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and ISO/TC211 Geographic information/Geomatics. It provides a standard model and mechanism for describing
3D objects in relation to their geometry, topology, semantics and appearance generalization of hierarchies between thematic classes,aggregations, relations between
objects, and spatial properties. Gröger, G.; Plümer, L. CityGML Interoperable semantic 3D city models. ISPRS J. Photogramm. Remote Sens.2012,71, 12–33.
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information on a multi-scale level that connects buildings and the urban environment.

It seems necessary to introduce different levels and approaches on interoperability, that is defined as the “capability
to communicate, execute programs, or transfer data among various functional units in a manner that requires the user
to have little or no knowledge of the unique characteristics of those units”7.
Furthermore, existing standards identify three main levels of interoperability:
- Data interoperability concerns the creation, meaning, computation, usage, transfer and exchange of data (ISO/IEC
20944-1, 2013)8;
- Syntactic Interoperability concerns information formats and the ability of two or more systems to exchange structured information (ISO 16678, 2014)9;
- Semantic Interoperability concerns the ability of two or more systems or services to automatically interpret and use
information that has been exchanged accurately (ISO 16678, 2014).
These information layers are connected and built upon each other, where the lower levels provide elements required
by upper level functionalities and without all levels of interoperability, metadata cannot be shared effortlessly efficiently
and profitably. Therefore, without data interoperability information would not be sent correctly from one device to
another. Furthermore, without syntactic interoperability, data is not handled properly, which means it will not respect
the formats, encoding, properties, values and data types. And finally, without Semantic interoperability, the meaning of
the language, terminology and metadata values used cannot be exchanged or properly assumed. Hence, in regards to
BIM and GIS interoperability levels, only the semantic level has not been yet solved. Therefore, ISO 11354 (ISO 113541, 201110) proposes to achieve semantic interoperability between multiple systems through three semantic approaches:
unification, integration and federation.
The final ambition is to configure a digital approach to UI basing on interoperability between BIM and GIS integration towards DT models of the city organized into layers that cooperate and reconfigure themselves to solve assigned
problems. High level decisions can be provided through a coordinated multidisciplinary approach, leveraging fully multidisciplinary integration of city layers, connection and evolution with the city, and integration of participative strategies
to include “human-oriented” information, as well as modularity of application. The proposed methodologies for a new
digital urban planning could lead to some significant results at a strategic level (planning and intervention on city infrastructures, mobility systems, energy distribution, etc.) as well as at an operational level (urban planning in connection
with services management, local mobility planning, building design and performance, site and settlement planning)
and also on emergency levels (integrating resiliency and sustainability into emergency preparedness).

7

ISO/IEC 2382-1:1993 Information Technology — Vocabulary — Part 1: Fundamental terms.

8

ISO/IEC 20944-1:2013 Information Technology — Metadata Registries Interoperability and Bindings (MDR-IB) — Part 1: Framework, common vocabulary, and
common provisions for conformance. The ISO/IEC 20944 series of International Standards provides the bindings and their interoperability for metadata registries,
such as those specified in the ISO/IEC 11179 series of International Standards. ISO/IEC 20944-1:2013 contains an overview, framework, common vocabulary, and
common provisions for conformance for the ISO/IEC 20944 series of International Standards.
9

ISO 16678:2014 Guidelines for interoperable object identification and related authentication systems to deter counterfeiting and illicit trade, establishes a framework
and outlines functional units used to achieve trustworthiness and interoperability of such systems. It does not specify any specific technical solutions, but instead
describes processes, functions, and functional units using a generic model to illustrate what solutions have in common. Object identification systems can incorporate other functions and features such as supply chain traceability, quality traceability, marketing activities, and others, but these aspects are out of scope of ISO
16678:2014.

10

The purpose of ISO 11354-1:2011 is to specify a Framework for Enterprise Interoperability (FEI) that establishes dimensions and viewpoints to address interoperability barriers, their potential solutions, and the relationships between them. ISO 11354 applies to manufacturing enterprises, but can also apply to other kinds of
enterprises. It is intended for use by stakeholders who are concerned with developing and deploying solutions based on information and communication technology
for manufacturing enterprise process interoperability. It focuses on, but is not restricted to, enterprise (manufacturing or service) interoperability.
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Foreword
Pablo Gandara
Team Leader IUC Asia
EU International Urban Cooperation (IUC) Project

It is a great pleasure for the International Urban Cooperation (lUC) Asia project team to have been able to support
Sapienza University in the preparation of the international summer school on BIM and GIS, implemented online in
September 2020. The IUC is a programme of the European Union’s Foreign Policy Instrument (FPI) that boosts international urban cooperation with EU partners in Asia and the Americas.
As the areas in which most people live and work, cities are increasingly acknowledged as the arena in which solutions
to major societal and environmental challenges must be developed and implemented. Cities are the world’s primary
hubs of economic and cultural activity, a fact which is causing the rate of urbanisation to increase at a rapid pace. This
accelerated demographic change has put many cities under significant strain, with local governments often struggling
to meet the higher demand for energy, water, health, education and transport services.
The IUC programme enables cities in different global regions to link up and share solutions to common problems. It
is part of a long-term strategy by the European Union to foster sustainable urban development in cooperation with both
the public and private sectors, as well as representatives of research and innovation, community groups and citizens.
Through engaging in the IUC, cities have the chance to share and exchange knowledge with their international counterparts, building a greener, more prosperous future.
The IUC programme is an opportunity for cities to learn from each other, set ambitious targets, forge lasting partnerships, test new solutions, and boost their international profile IUC activities support the achievement of policy objectives as well as major international agreements on urban development and climate change, such as the Urban Agenda,
the Sustainable Development Goals, and the Paris Agreement. Moreover, the IUC supports cities in the implementation
of the European Green Deal, designed to make our economy more sustainable and to turn environmental and climate
challenges into opportunities, while ensuring that transition to the new model of development is just and fair for all
European citizens.
Within the IUC Asia programme, we have involved many cities from China and the European Union, with Rome as a
great example commitment and excellence. We have promoted together a multi-stakeholder approach involving public
authorities, the research community and the business sector. I am happy to see that - since the very beginning of Rome’s
IUC participation - Sapienza University has taken a leading role in this ‘triple-helix’ approach.
The summer school on BIM and GIS is a remarkable pilot project that has delivered deep insights into urban planning, which is the base for achieving a sustainable urban development. I am delighted to have seen such a wide range of
applications for the digital tools in the planning and construction processes, which may enable cities’ experts to achieve
higher levels of energy efficiency and protect architectural heritage in China and Europe.
In times of complex issues such as the COVID pandemics, let me please congratulate the Sapienza team for implementing the summer school fully online and for reaching such a wider audience in China and Europe. I am happy to see
that the IUC project team has been able to support this achievement, which is complemented by a digital platform for
long-term cooperation between experts from European and Chinese cities.
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Preface
Prof. Marco Casini
ISS Scientific Director
Faculty Advisor and Project Manager Team Sapienza SDME 2018
Department of Urban Planning, Design and Architecture Technology, SAPIENZA University of Rome

At the beginning of the 4th Industrial revolution, the advent of digitalization, innovative technologies and materials,
and new construction techniques, have begun transforming the way that infrastructure, real estate and other built assets
can be planned, designed, constructed and operated in order to create a more attractive, energy efficient, comfortable,
affordable, safe and sustainable built environment. Developments in digital design, artificial intelligence, robotics, nanotechnology, additive manufacturing, have finally started to move the construction industry - traditionally reluctant to
innovation and slow in adopting new technologies - towards a new era.
Massive changes are occurring as a result of the possibilities created by the synergic use over the entire life cycle of
Building Information modelling (BIM) and Geographic Information system (GIS) in design at building and urban scale
making building planning more efficient, rational, and standardized. BIM-GIS integration and its applications represent
an active research topic for the future development of society, especially in the field of the sustainable built environment
and a growing number of studies have shown that BIM-GIS integration has promising prospects in numerous applications.
The combined use of BIM and GIS is in fact establishing a comprehensive view of the built environment based on
integrated data that can increase the quality and the productivity of the AEC industry and, at the same time, address
emergent global challenges such as resource shortage, climate change and increase of global population.
The International Summer school “GIS-BIM for digital integrated design” of which I’ve been Scientific Director had
the important objective of giving a comprehensive review on BIM-GIS integration in sustainable built environments in
order to analyze the status quo and practical applications from the viewpoints of technologies for data integration, applications in the life cycle of AEC projects, building energy management, and urban governance, showing relevant case
histories. The aim of this publication on the School lectures is to provide researchers with a roadmap for improving the
integrated management of spatial information by using data analysis and visualization, employing new technologies in
the traditional fields of construction and environmental engineering, devising more efficient methods of development,
and facilitating sustainable urban development.
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Why a digital integrated design?
Prof. Flavio Rosa
ISS GIS-BIM Coordinator and Book Editor
Professor in Environmental Building Physics,
Faculty of Architecture, SAPIENZA University of Rome

A Digital Twin is the fusion of a real-world system and virtual representation designed to control, monitor, and
optimize a project’s functionality. Digital Twin (DT) provides a promising way to alleviate the problem by bridging the
physical space and virtual space.
The building sector, with 40%, is the largest end-energy user. Information and communication technologies (ICT)
have been identified to play an important role in reducing energy intensity and increasing the energy efficiency of the
building stock. The building process is in rapid and considerable transformation given the entry of BIM (Building Information Modeling) which is greatly modifying its workflow. These transformations are in place both at the level of
energy planning on the urban scale and at the level of the single housing unit. The concept of Smart Cities has dramatically changed reading and urban planning. The basic unit, the atom of this complex structure, is not the building but
the single housing unit. If we move towards reading from the point of view of energy flows, we arrive at the “elementary
particles” of individual environments.
The urban scale, with GIS (Geographic Information System) and BIM tools for the single housing unit, infrastructures a highly interconnected workflow, flow of data and information. The amount of information to be processed must
be managed with ICT methodologies and solutions. The integration process requires a “wide-scale” vision and design
method: from Satellite-Land scale to the BIM-single electric Switch in a room. The solution is the continuum between
representation and information.
The Design of Digital Integrated GIS and BIM has become paradigmatic therefore a necessary step in the management of urban and architectural complexity.
The International Summer School: GIS-BIM for digital integrated design, which I had the honour and pleasure of
coordinating thanks to the support of the Scientific Director, Professor Marco Casini, and the Director of the DPDTA,
Professor Laura Ricci, was conceived to train students all over the world on a subject as yet unexplored. A highly interconnected educational workflow between research and teaching activities for operational design and management
applications in the construction industry.
Our initiative, thanks to the continuous and concrete support of the IUC international cooperation program of the
European Union, has enabled us to develop transdisciplinary themes internationally in collaboration with Chinese professors at Tongji University in Shanghai.
Participation in the ISS of the Glodon Company, the first company that enrolled personnel in the field of construction engineering informationization in China as well as students from Liuzhou Vocational College, Yantai University,
Northeastern University has allowed us to involve different user profiles. Without forgetting the Italian students and
those from all over Europe.
Given the great interest and the positive feedback received at various levels and from all the figures involved, the
realization of this publication has become a necessary act.
This work, with contributions from all the teachers whom we want to thank very much for their participation and the
high quality of the submitted content, focuses on the concrete activities aimed at Bridging the GAP knowledge between
academic institutions and professional and Italian ones worldwide.
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in 1998 and becomes research worker in 2010. Since 1998, as external lecturer, he teaches Computer Graphics at “Valle Giulia” Architecture Department of Sapienza University of Rome. From 2002 to 2004, as external lecturer, teaches
Simulation techniques of landscape, at “Valle Giulia” Architecture Department of Sapienza University of Rome. From
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2005 to 2010, as external lecturer, teaches Computer Graphics at the Faculty of Engineering of Trento. Since 2010 he is
Assistant Professor at the Department of History, Design and Architecture Restoration teaching Computer Graphics
1, Computer Graphics 2, Atelier of Computer Graphics 3, Three-dimensional representation and dedicates it’s studies
and research activity on: how using and developing computer graphics to design and survey with particular attention to
Open Source systems; studying wayfinding systems related to visual and non-visual perception. He is author of many
scientific book on his research field.

Prof. Patrick Maurelli
PhD in Urban Planning Techniques in 2009, is Coordinator of the GIS BIM & Digital Twin Laboratory of the CITERA Research Centre - Sapienza University of Rome; Responsible for European Projects and International Initiatives
of FEDERESCO; H2020 Expert Evaluator for EASME EU Commission. Former EU projects and Energy Expert at the
Infrastructures and Public Works Councilor Office of Roma Capitale. Project Manager for ongoing H2020 funded projects in the energy efficiency sector: REFINE (CSA – E7 AT Lead) activities of Federesco, for PLATOON (IA – Engie FR
Lead) activities of Risorse per Roma. Civil Environmental Engineer expert in project management, energy efficiency
and auditing, renewable energy, information technology (GIS, DBMS, WebGIS, BIM), impact assessment, LCA/LCIA,
evaluation techniques. As GIS expert has been researcher at INRETS (France) on Transportation Urban planning and
Safety themes, at CesdRoma/ISTAT within international statistic activities (EUROSTAT) and is author of various publications. Lecturer and tutor within the master’s degree courses in Environmental Engineering for Sustainable Development (Sapienza University, 2005-2016). Technical supervisor of the “Land and Urban Planning Laboratory”and “GIS
and Numerical Modelling Laboratory” of the Environmental Engineering Faculty (Sapienza). From 2002 as program
and project manager participates in many R&D projects (Sapienza, ISPESL, INAIL, Ecomedia), engineering projects
(large RES plants; hydraulics and wastewater treatment), GIS and multimedia development projects.

Prof. Sofia Agostinelli
Master’s Degree in Building Systems Engineering at Sapienza University of Rome, she is an Adjunct Professor of
Project Management at the Faculty of Architecture of Sapienza University of Rome. She is involved in research activities
at CITERA (Interdepartmental Research Centre for Building Territory Restoration Environment) participating in national and international work teams. She has authored several publications on the field of Digital Twin, digital project
management and sustainability of construction processes.
Module 4a: Digital methods and tools in the construction process for an efficient project management workflow:
case histories. The activity provides an analysis of methods and applications related to the use of digital methods and
tools for the control and optimization of different phases in the construction process.
The opportunities deriving from the integration of information systems in the project workflow will be explored
also through the analysis of specific thematic case studies about the interaction of Digital Twins & Artificial Intelligence
systems aimed at optimizing processes.

Prof. Claudio Tomazzoli
Master’s Degree in Information and Automation Engineering at the University of Padova. PhD in Computer Science
at the University of Verona. He is Adjunct Professor at the Department of Computer Science of the University of Verona
and he is involved in research activities in the field of Artificial Intelligence. He is inventor of patents including Energy
Management System in at least one building and relative method.

Prof. Stefano Amista
Graduated in Business and Economics and specialized in Project Management for construction, he has been working
for the last 20 years in STR - TeamSystem Group in different positions, gaining specific skills in the fields of Customer
Care, Software Solutions Development and Marketing, and he is currently Sales Specialist for AEC and BIM companies.
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He has been an Adjunct Professor in the Management Control Lab at the University of Turin since 2017, graduating
with a master’s degree in Accounting Professions.

Dr. Simone Di Biase
Simone Di Biase in an Architect with experience in complex building, infrastructure and TLC (mobile fixed and
Data Center) projects, from preliminary design to construction phase. He joined DBA PRO. more then 10 years ago
in 2007 involved in Real Estate projects and then in TLC sector. Since 2015 he is involved in BIM development for the
Holding (DBA Group), as for develop BIM Projects and internal procedure for BIM development for Architecture,
Infrastructure and TLC Business Unit. Due to his experience in complex projects and BIM procedure since 2018 is
involved in BSI International as representative for DBA Group. With the experience acquired in standard projects and
BIM Project the next step of research is to have a concrete approach to project development to the whole life cycle design
and finally to facility management from BIM Models.

Dr. Claudio Mirarchi
Claudio Mirarchi is a postdoc researcher at Politecnico di Milano. He has a PhD in Building Engineering achieved
at Politecnico di Milano and his research is focused on the introduction of digital processes in the construction sector
with specific reference to the issues related to the knowledge management area. Founding partner of ConITeng s.r.l. an
engineering company focused on innovative services in the construction sector, he is active in the research and practice
about the implementation of BIM and digital processes and technologies in the construction sector. He is the project
management work package leader of the DigiPLACE project aimed at creating the foundations for the future European
platform(s) in the construction sector; he coordinates the development of the Italian standard about common data environment in the context of the UNI 11337 series (working group 4). He has held several courses and speeches at national
and international level including the BIMA+ European master, the MSc Building Information Modelling program at
the School of Architecture, University of Liverpool, the dissemination activities promoted by the Italian association of
construction companies (ANCE) at Italian level, the LC3 conference, the ECPPM conference, the EC3 conference, the
BIM world Paris, etc.

Prof. Xing Shi
Professor, College of Architecture and Urban Planning, Tongji University. Chair, Key Laboratory of Ecology and Energy-saving Study of Dense Habitat, Ministry of Education. Dr. Shi received his Bachelor degree from Tongji University
in 1998. He then studied at the Pennsylvania State University in the U.S. and received his Ph.D. degree in 2005. From
2005 to 2008, he worked at Walter P Moore in Houston as a consulting engineer. In early 2008, Dr. Shi joined the Faculty
of Architecture at Southeast University. In August 2020, Dr. Shi returned to his Alma Mater as the professor at College
of Architecture and Urban Planning and the chair of the Key Laboratory of Ecology and Energy-saving Study of Dense
Habitat, Ministry of Education.
Dr. Shi’s research interests include green building performance and design optimization, urban energy systems and
simulation, energy-efficient cities and design. He teaches 4 courses on both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
Dr. Shi has led and participated in more than 20 research projects, funded by the Natural Science Foundation of
China, the Ministry of Science and Technology of China, the Ministry of Education of China, the National Science
Foundation of the U.S., the ASHRAE, etc. He has published 4 books and more than 90 papers on academic journals
and conferences. These journals include Energy, Renewable Energy, Applied Energy, Energy and Buildings, Building
and Environment, Landscape and Urban Planning, Automation in Construction, Journal of Building Physics, Journal
of Building Engineering, etc. Dr. Shi has extensive design and consulting experiences. One of his recent works is leading
the project of green building design and technology integration of the National Cultural Center in Beijing.
Dr. Shi serves on the editorial board of 4 international journals. He is a member of several technical committees including the Green Building Evaluation Committee of the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of China.
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Organization and digitization of information on
buildings and civil engineering works,
including building information modelling (BIM).
Dr. Francesco Ruperto
Coordinator of Professional Higher Education Course and 3D Modeling & BIM Workshop
at the Faculty of Architecture of Sapienza University of Rome.

The digital transformation of public works project management. OpenCortina: Artificial Intelligence and cognitive services to support the customer’s decision-making process.
The increasing use of digital technologies in the various production sectors has accelerated considerably due to the
social distancing imposed by the measures to contain the COVID 19 pandemic. The need to maintain the operation of
many public and private organizations is breaking down many factors of resistance to the change in established ways
and working habits over the decades. The covid 19 negative event is at least returning an increased awareness of the
potential of digital that obviously is not limited to the mere possibility of working remotely even if this is perceived as
the most evident discontinuity compared to traditional working methods. The scope of the change taking place is much
wider and involves a review of the organizational models of organizations including those in the construction sector.
Business goals can be pursued through information that continuously provides data-driven decision support. A digital
framework, designed for uses and objectives, returns value in terms of reliability and robustness of information by limiting the possibilities of ambiguity of interpretation and favoring a usable “knowledge” of the project.
From the perspective of public works clients, this is an opportunity to optimize the efficiency and effectiveness of
their technical and administrative activity aimed at the realization of projects aimed at the community using digital
technologies, including those of BIM.
Artificial intelligence and machine learning, cognitive services and business intelligence can be in the availability of
the project manager of the public work and can return, if combined with a coherent organizational model, immediacy
and reliability of information for different uses, technical, environmental, security, administrative etc. This potential
becomes even more strategic when related to programmes of public works interventions that cannot be delayed, such
as works related to major sporting events: world competitions, Olympic Games, etc. Digital information management
makes it possible to extract value from containers information of different nature, structured and un structured making
relationable and analyzable knowledge bases otherwise destined to be only evidence of documentary obligations.
In this scenario, the OpenCortina project was promoted in 2018 by Luigivalerio Sant’Andrea, Government Commissioner of the Cortina 2021 Alpine SkiIng World Championships and developed by Francesco Ruperto as senior
project manager and Elisa Coletta as junior project manager. OpenCortina is aimed at the digital governance of an articulated Plan of Public Interventions of a predominantly sporting and mountain nature. OpenCortina, after two years
of development, constitutes a digital organizational model, scalable and replicable even on events of greater impact in
quantitative and qualitative terms.
The project is based, at the legislative level, on the preliminary obligations provided for by the decree of mandatory electronic methods and tools at Italian contracting stations and granting administrations: “The information flows
concerning the contracting station and the related process take place within a common data environment, where the
digital management of information processes takes place, explained through a process of correlation and optimization
of digitized information flows and decision-making processes concerning the individual process”. The statement of the
legislative forecast emphasizes the need that, with a view to improving the performance of the public client in terms
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of cost-effectiveness, efficiency and effectiveness, key principles of public administrative action, it is possible to resort
to digital technologies enabling better levels of knowledge, control and monitoring of the procedures and processes of
implementation of public works. Very ambitious objectives whose achievement has forced in the case of OpenCortina,
to a progressive but inevitable paradigm shift the entire supply chain of works and services of the construction industry;
a transition that has gradually led to recognize Value in actions less and less based on documentary requirements and
increasingly oriented to manage and monitor projects on data articulated in information containers. This digital transformation has allowed an optimization of public resources, imposing on the other a general strategy aimed at increasing
the reliability and availability of data on the basis of rules previously shared within the organization and contracted in
relations with external suppliers on individual procedures.
In this innovative scenario but always oriented by EUBIM HAndbook, from international standards on ISO 9000
quality management, ISO 55000 asset management, ISO 21500 project management, ISO 19650 information management and Information Security Management as well as national UNI 11337: 2017 main lines of action have developed:
1. Analysis and evaluation of the purchasing organization of the works “Cortina 2021” verifying their strategic objectives, main functions, multiannual planning, regulatory, legislative or related to particular acts of technical /administrative direction.
2. Structuring of the decision-making line, roles and responsibilities and approval processes and definition of the necessary needs and information flows in response useful for achieving the objectives;
3. Analysis and evaluation of the nature of the assets to be managed through the definition of the management, commercial and technical aspects of the production of information about fixed assets. The first two areas define the
information standards and production methods and procedures that need to be implemented. The technical aspects
define the information parts necessary to meet the information needs of the organization.
4. Analysis and evaluation of the methods of procurement of project and work services identifying the information
requirements useful for the achievement of specific strategic objectives at each of the decision-making milestones in
the various phases of realization of the work;
5. Alignment of the processes management systems of the evaluated organization in relation to the nature of the assets
and the methods of supply, through audit activities aimed at identifying information deficiencies and structuring
response information flows based on useful data and preferably structured in interoperable open formats necessary
for the return of significant indicators;
6. Definition of contractual schemes that direct the action of the parties in terms of modalities and responsibilities, in
the digital field, in the supply chain of the “Cortina 2021”, and depending on the phase going so far as to structure
even penalty metrics in case of non-compliance;
7. Verification of enabling digital technologies, acquisition and implementation of the same, evaluating the nature of
the works, the type of projects, the competence of the staff and possibly structuring training plans consistent with
the role played in the organization;
8. Surveillance, maintenance and continuous improvement of the platform and the data sharing environment in the life
cycle of procedures and possible progressive development of artificial intelligence algorithms and cognitive services
useful for improving the performance of the organization.
From the summary above, therefore, some initial derived considerations are evident, which are summarized below:
 OpenCortina is a Platform structured by Common Data Environments based on a cloud computing information
resource in the availability of the Client part in which, independently of the different entrustors, it manages its projects and its real estate and infrastructure assets in all phases, with rules previously shared and contracted through
information specifications / Information Management Plan;
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 OpenCortina is the “place” of execution of the contract allowing to constantly monitor the performance of the internal working group and/or external suppliers of the Contracting Station and/or the Pubblic Administration;
 OpenCortina reflects the organizational structures of the appointing party and possibly enables better levels and
on this must be tailored with scalar solutions and with costs previously estimated and calibrated on the objectives
considered strategic.
In conclusion, OpenCortina has gradually become, itself, a strategic asset of the organization able to return value
in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness, all the greater depending on the specificity of the solution
adopted and the medium/long-term vision put in place, recognizing its value also in terms of improving environmental
sustainability (supporting the optimization of resources and reducing waste), economic (limiting the risk of lengthening
time and overruns of the budget), social (being able to enable higher levels of site safety), and ethics (favoring greater
transparency and reducing the risk of moral hazard).
The slides that accompany this text are the synthesis of the principles on which the OpenCortina project was based,
illustrating in depth the main regulatory and methodological references that can support a progressive digital transformation of public commission organizations useful to meet the needs of the national and international community.
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Common Data Environment(s)
and Digital Platforms in the Construction Sector
Dr. Claudio Mirarchi,
Department of Architecture, Built Environment and Construction Engineering, Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy. claudio.mirarchi@polimi.it

Data, information, and knowledge management represent fundamental areas of research and development in all
sectors, including construction. On the one side, the spreading of Building Information Modelling (BIM) and the progressive development of technologies classified under the umbrella of Construction 4.0 are pushing the generation of
data and information from different sources (information models, digital documents, data from sensors, etc.) highlighting the need to manage these assets. On the other side, the fragmented environment where data and information are
generated poses a challenging framework.
The construction sector is a project base one and for every project a group of stakeholders is defined, and it evolves
according to the different phases of the construction process. This group generates data, information, and knowledge
during the development of the project on its own or in collaboration with one or more of the involved stakeholders.
However, at the end of the project, or during the evolution of the group of stakeholders, this asset (i.e. data, information,
and knowledge) is dispersed in different disconnected pieces. In the context of BIM, the concept of Common Data Environment (CDE) tries to limit this issue creating a collaborative environment where data and information can be shared
and stored during the entire life of the project facilitating.
CDE is defined in the international standard ISO 19650-1 as an “agreed source of information for any given project
or asset, for collecting, managing, and disseminating each information container through a managed process”.
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Starting from this definition there are at least three points that require attention. First, the CDE is defined for any
given project or asset, that means that the CDE represents a project level concept and its requirements, rules, structure,
etc. should be defined according to the needs and the context of the specific project or asset. Second, the CDE definition
refers to the concept of “information container”, i.e. “named persistent set of information retrievable from within a file,
system or application storage hierarchy” (ISO 19650-1), opening the way to an effective data management in the CDE
instead of a management based on file. Third, the content of the CDE should be managed through a managed process,
that means that the CDE itself should be intended as the set of tools (technological solutions) and processes used to
managed data and information in a specific project.
When thinking about construction products, i.e. buildings, infrastructures, etc., it is clear that each single project
or asset is located in a bigger context (e.g. city, region, country, etc.) and the context itself may have specific needs and
may generate a different set of data and information that needs to be analysed and used in an aggregated way therefore
considering multiple projects or assets. From this perspective, that can be read as both the need to aggregate in a new
environment the information about multiple projects and the need to create an interoperable level between different
CDEs so that to create a network where information can be integrated, emerges the concept of platforms. Platforms
development represents nowadays one of the main topic in research and the interest around this theme is rising at different levels, regional (e.g. the BIMRel project in Lombardy region – Italy), country (e.g. Kroqi platform in France and
INNOVance project in Italy) and European (e.g. the DigiPLACE project).

Focusing on CDEs, to enable the possibility to create dynamic environments able to satisfy the needs of both the
stakeholders and the data and information management perspectives, it is crucial to understand the framework that can
be applied. The market proposes several tools that can be used according to specific functions, services, performance,
etc. that the solution provides. However, it may happen that an actor needs the integration of different tools to satisfy
all the objectives of the project and develop all the intended uses that can be associated to the CDE. In the same way,
it may happen that different stakeholders collaborating on the same project, have different needs in terms of required
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functions, services, etc. Hence the perspective about a distributed CDE framework that can represent how the CDE
itself should be intended as a networks of tools (or better technological solutions) coordinated by structured workflows
that can be defined in the specific tools (identifying for example review processes, issue notification, etc.) and between
the different tools defined for the specific project (identifying what data and information are registered where, how data
and information can flow from one tool to another, etc.).
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The understanding of how common data environments and platforms can be defined, developed and related according to the different phases and the different needs of the stakeholders involved in the process represents a crucial
point to allow the development of digital twins including not only the project dimension but also its integration in the
country, i.e. its relation with the city and the related information model. CDEs represent the first point to integrate data
and information that can be generated from different sources. However, to achieve an efficient integration and collaboration according to the different involved stakeholders, the evolution of the process and the different levels that can be
considered (project, city, region, etc.) a deep understanding of CDEs and platforms framework is required to allow the
design and the use of this solutions consistently with the overall context of application and use.

Of course, several issues and barriers still exist. The technologies, in terms of available tools, are still tied to a file
base management even if enriched with metadata. As above mentioned, the existing standards open the way for new
approaches and the research is extremely active on this side with the application of linked data and semantic web technologies. However, it is still difficult to find applicable solutions generally available in the market. The interoperability
between different systems, that is between different CDEs, is still based on processes defined ad hoc that require dedicated developments (both on procedures and applications). About the context of use, the competencies of the stakeholders
involved in the process is a critical point. The effective application of a CDE in a project requires that all the stakeholders
are aligned in the use of the required tools (that may be different for the different stakeholders) and, with particular reference to the client, that the requirements for the definition and development of the CDE are well defined and integrated
in the organization of the client itself. Unfortunately, this condition is not always satisfied creating possible issues in the
starting point of the process that can impact on the entire development of the project requiring further adjustments and
changes during the different activities. Nonetheless, the definition and use of CDE solutions at project level as well as
their integration towards higher levels like cities, countries, etc. represent crucial points to enable better collaboration
and information management.
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Integrated management of sustainable
processes of requaliﬁcation and recovery in
architectural and environmental heritage
Prof. Tommaso Empler
Department of History, Representation and Restoration of Architecture - Sapienza University of Rome

Abstract
The aim of the research is to identify method and operational references at different scales, urban and territorial, to be
applied to territories affected by earthquakes, useful for defining prevention and reconstruction strategies. In particular,
the activity focuses on Accumoli, placed in the central part of Italy, and takes concrete form in the construction of a pilot
program for reconstruction, defining integrated and coordinated reconstruction actions based on resilience of the affected areas, with three specific features: addressing multiple scales (not just individual buildings, but settlements and territories); considering various topics and subjects (besides physical reconstruction, functional aspects and relationships and
different actors involved); pursuing prevention purposes in relation to possible future events within a sustainable local
development perspective. Proposals are defined through a process, where the involvement of various institutional actors
and inhabitants does not want to be understood as a “formal” participation, but as an essential condition of joint work.
The research follows two correlated directions:
a) Definition of the guidelines for a path of virtuous reconstruction;
b) Identification of a BIM methodology applicable both in the reconstruction and prevention situation.
Keywords: risk assessment, reconstruction, prevention, BIM, sustainable territory

Research framework
Research goals are directly connected to the “priorities for action” which emerge from the Third UN World Conference
on Disaster Risk Reduction in Sendai, Japan, on March 18, 2015, and published under the title of “Sendai Framework for
Disaster Risk Reduction 2015 – 2030” by the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR).
The starting point is the development of a framework, based primarily on the construction and diffusion of knowledge,
dedicated to territories. This knowledge should be based on survey and on a strong historical background for tackling
restoration at the building, urban and territorial scales. Here follows a brief index of the main priorities intend to take
into consideration:
Priority 1. Understanding disaster risk;
Priority 2. Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk;
Priority 3. Investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience;
Priority 4. Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response and to “Build Back Better” in recovery, rehabilitation
and reconstruction.
1

Members of the Research Unit “Urban Seismic Risk: Prevention and Reconstruction” are: DSDRA -Tommaso Empler (Scientific Coordinator),
Carlo Bianchini, Piero Cimbolli Spagnesi, Stefania Portoghesi Tuzzi, Fabio Quici, Nicola Santopuoli; DIAP - Andrea Bruschi; PDTA - Barbara Pizzo; DISG - Paolo Franchin; DICEA - Carla Nardinocchi, Leonardo Paris; Seismic Group (Gruppo Sisma) - Giacomina Di Salvo, Francesco Fazzio,
Margherita Giuffré, Roberto Parotto; PhD - Valentina Adduci, Adriana Caldarone, Claudia Calice, Michele Calvano, Alexandra Fusinetti, Maria
Laura Rossi; Experts and scholars - Serena Bellinvia, Elisa Cecchetti, Giulia Cenciarelli, Teodora Compagnoni, Chiara Del Milo, Alberto Di Forte,
Marius Dumitrache, Lucrezia Iannaci, Mario Sacco, Arianna Tiberti.
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One of the main research aim is to improve an interdisciplinary methodology which allows and promotes a continue
and long-lasting process which goes from territorial knowledge to planning and to management, which will serve both
the usual- ordinary urban/territorial functions, and those emerging during a catastrophic event, helping at better facing
the emergency and also the recovery phase. The objective of the research program is to define a methodology, applying
it on the Central Italy territory, hit by the sequence of earthquakes started in the Summer 2016. The methodology has
been sketched through the convergence of different discipline, their approaches and tools: architectural representation
and design (computer-aided), representation and survey of historical buildings and urban complexes in particular,
architecture and landscape restoration, history (architecture, urban and territorial history), urban and regional planning.
The proposed research methodology is organized as follow:
Phase 1: Programming activities. Definition of reconstruction objectives within an urban-territorial seismic-oriented
workflow.
Phase 2: Pre-Seismic cognitive framework (Figure 1), whose sub-articulation includes: urban and territorial surveys,
archive documentation, structural surveys, geological surveys, survey, territorial reading. “Urban and territorial surveys”
relate to the acquisition of the planning documents and other programming documents (regarding e.g. internal areas,
etc.), emergency planning (Civil Protection Plan) and at the existing CLE (Limit Condition for the Emergence).
The acquisition of “archive documentation” follows two different paths: institutional sources, collecting and analyzing
the existing cartographies at the various scales, and the historical documentation (cartography, cadastre, historical
photos, etc.); non-institutional sources, where the material to be acquired derives from private archives (photos, videos,
historical prints, etc.).
“Structural surveys”, collecting studies and researches, data and documents, regarding the vulnerability of strategic
buildings, cultural heritage sites, and infrastructures.
“Geological surveys”, with the collection of existing surveys of seismic micro-zoning (MS), geological studies and
hydrogeological plans.
“Survey stage”, which provides a first distinction between “fast survey” and “detailed survey”. Data from the “fast
survey” comes from the web, those referring to “detailed survey” come from 3D laser scan or photomodeling campaigns.
Collected data are decimated and organized for the realization of a 3D model of the pre-earthquake situation.
“Territorial reading” collects data from investigations such as socio-economic analysis, study of specific sites,
identification of aggregates and areas for specific insights; are also investigated the histories of urban and territorial
transformations.
Phase 3: Post-Seismic cognitive Framework defines the damage map and sub-articulation includes: survey, geological
surveys, territorial surveys.
“Survey step”, provides a distinction between “fast survey” and “detailed survey”. Data from the “fast survey” comes
from the web, those referring to “detailed survey” come from 3D laser scan or photomodeling campaigns. Collected
data are decimated and organized for the realization of a 3D model of the post-earthquake situation.
“Geological surveys” include new seismic microzonations and the analysis of local seismic response.
“Territorial surveys” analyzes damage (physical damage, loss of functionality) in relation to a synthetic risk assessment
of vulnerability, hazard and exposure.
Phase 4: Restoration Concept, sub-articulations are: territorial proposals, geological proposals, structural proposals,
architectural proposals.
“Territorial proposals” deal with the main physical and functional transformations of the capital and the fractions
(relocation of strategic functions, access system, temporary residential settlements, etc.), and the identification of SUMs.
These actions include spatial development scenarios and references to overall planning and restoration/prevention goals.
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“Geological proposals” concern the design and installation of a ground monitoring network and depth (about 30m).
“Structural proposals” define the safety standards in the choice of typologies, constructive methods and technologies.
In architectural proposals, compartments reconstruction hypotheses are provided, aggregates, widespread building,
public spaces. Are also identified places and cultural assets of local memory.
Phase 5: Restoration Planning and Prevention, are articulated in: Territorial Proposals, Geological Proposals,
Structural Proposals, Architectural Proposals.
“Territorial proposals” produce guidelines for reconstruction and prevention at the local and regional urban scale.
“Geological proposals” concern the design and installation of a ground monitoring network and depth (about 30m).
“Structural proposals” deal with the identification of case studies related to typical structures (or even strategic or of
particular importance) and different damage situations, such as collapsed structure, heavily damaged structure, poorly
damaged structure (bell tower, municipal building, precious building, etc.). Choice of more suitable seismic protection
materials and techniques in the various cases (such as seismic isolation, energy dissipation systems, etc.), with particular
reference to innovative solutions that meet costs, execution times, safety and durability, and can also be replicated
in other municipalities damaged by the earthquake. Definition of security standards in the choice of typologies, of
constructive methods and adopted technologies.
Architectural proposals concern the identification of case studies related to typical structures (or even strategic or of
particular relevance). Elements to consider are culture, local buildings, materials at different scales of deepening. Will
also be conducted a durable typological study and technical-constructive feasibility.
In the research is also developed an information systems named ARIM (Assessment Restoration Information
Modeling) (Empler, 2017) (Figure 2), that might play a decisive role for reaching a deeper territorial knowledge, the
capacity of monitoring territorial phenomena as well as the management of the built environment and of the urban and
territorial context as wholes. Prevention, emergency management, post-seismic reconstruction and recovery must be
finally and definitely intended as integrated actions and not as single, individual interventions.
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Digital Innovation in the project
and construction phases
Dott. Stefano Amista
Specialist in AEC & Bim Management Solutions TeamSystem SPA

Introduction. The activity explored the theoretical and applicative aspects of an integrated 4D/5D project modeling
during the planning and then in the control phase.
It is possible starting from the analysis of a 3D model, proceeding to the realization of a 5D model up to the different
levels of a 4D programming.
Whatever we build something always happens in space, in time and needs necessary resources. The basic concept
of a 3-4-5D BIM model is that it would be a virtual representation, as a sort of time machine, of how, when, and how
much a construction project will cost. To do this, it is necessary to build a model that can connect and integrate all the
necessary information and in particular the fundamental elements to create a realistic representation. Therefore, starting from what I define “the relativity formula of BIM 3-4-5D” I make it clear what are the indispensable information
and therefore the basic “properties” to create an integrated modeling between space (3D model), times (4D model ) and
costs (model5D) that allows to have a single model 3-4-5D.
The next step is to understand how the above 3D model integrates into the various processes of the project life cycle:
design, estimating, planning, construction, and operation.
The estimating phase in a 5D modeling process takes place by associating an item taken from a price list and multiplying
it by the quantity of selected objects. A Construction Project Management (CPM) software can do this with two methods:
a. IFC model imported
b. a connected Plug-in installed in the authoring software
In each method is possible estimate through Parametric Estimating Rules that are instructions to calculate the economic value (cost/revenue) of a project item through the multiplication between filtered objects quantities and an item
of a selected price list. The parametric estimating method can also create an Estimated Bill of quantity organized by
WBS or other parameter as level, materials, or property of the model. At the end, it is possible to have a real 5D model
with 3D model and an estimated Budget of cost, revenues and income.
The third step is the planning phase. It is possible to obtain a 4D model in two different way. The assembly method
means that you can create a 4D model in a BIM 4D software through a process of automatching based on the same WBS
between the 3D model and a plan create with a Project Management solution as MS Project or Oracle Primavera. In
the same way, if you import the same plan in a solution like TeamSystem CPM, you can create directly a 3-4-5D model
without any more algorithm.
The Parametric method is based on the estimation of resource employment. Starting from a 5D model where the cost
analysis was calculated by the estimation of resource incidence in the most item of a bill of quantity, you can calculate
the time estimation, the duration, of any WBS element (WBE) that is yet connected with objects of the models.
This method so is based on a correct calculation of the durations starting from the number and the incidence of any
resource it is necessary for the construction. The parametric method is a correct scheduling method to have a realistic
3-4-5D model representation. Otherwise, through software solution like Bentley Synchro you can create compared scenarios between the two kind of method or create new more efficient and advanced 3-4-5-D model.
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In these slides I explain how is possible to combine the classic Project Management way to control a working in
progress (WIP) of a construction through the Earned Value Analysis (EVA), with the field Bim solutions. Using a CPM
software solution you can analyse a WIP starting from an As Built WIP 3D modeling that can give information about
physical WIP of any object modelled, you can create also a 5D WIP model and compare with time and cost expected at
the same time in the planned baseline budget.
Using EVA values and indexes you can verify and create a forecast situation that can permit to understand if your
project is in late or in advance or you are spending much or less money.
In conclusion, it is important to understand that any kind of model, economic or Gantt representation, index or
value amount are fundamental to keep a Project under control, but is also important to understand that we have to be
able to read these information deeply. A negative value or index could be good or bad, but we must understand what,
when, how and why.
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4D/5D modeling & management workﬂows at
Cortina’s Fis Alpine World Ski championships’
new downhill race track
Dr. Simone Di Biase
Architect BIM Manager, DBA PRO S.p.A.

“BIM dimension” is one of the most important aspects of implementing BIM/GIS processes, from the design phase
to the project management phase. In the case study illustrated at the “GIS BIM International Summer School” Cortina
2021 - Rumerlo have been analyzed the BIM workflows relative to the 5D (cost estimation for the construction phase)
and 4D (time scheduling simulation for the construction phase) using BIM models set up with the target to optimize the
processes of planning and execution of the work, exploiting the open BIM format IFC 2x3. The project has been developed by DBA PRO., a company with 30 years of experience operating in Italy and abroad in the field of architecture and
engineering and in the management of the whole building life cycle, which for the specific project has been entrusted
with the supervision of the works and coordination of safety during the construction phase.
The Cortina Rumerlo project was developed in the context of a public contract which, according to current Italian
legislation, does not require the use of the BIM methodology.

In the specific case, however, the Client specifically requested that time and cost management must be developed
using BIM models. For this reason the BIM models were set up at the start of the construction phase with the support
of the Constructor, using the tender design stage documents . For the construction phase a LOD 400 or LOD E was
requested according to the Italian scale with reference to the UNI 11337 standard.
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The main objectives are therefore 3D modeling, including BIM data management, modeling and setting of 4D and
5D workflows for the management of construction time scheduling and cost.

Regarding the BIM Uses of the project, the BIMe Initiative scheme was taken as a reference, identifying the main
ones to be included in the BEP (BIM Execution Plan).
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Therefore the main objective set by the Client was the setting of a BIM model that could be configured as a digital
twin of the work to be carried out to control time scheduling and costs in the construction phase, and the verification
of the progress of works. In Italy, public procurement is subject to the obligation to use open BIM formats. Therefore all
the information exchanges used the IFC 2x3 format exported directly from the BIM native models.

There were different software used for 3D, 4D and 5D workflows. Revit for 3D modeling and setting all data and
parameters related to objects. MS Project for setting the project Gantt and STR Vision CPM for setting 4D simulations.
STR Vision CPM for setting the quantity take off and cost estimation documents.
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Obviously, as this is a complex infrastructural project divided into different areas of intervention, the information
modeling has been divided into construction lots for which disciplinary BIM models have been set up for each discipline such as architectural, structural and plant works. For each disciplinary model has been exported the IFC model
and in general different federated models were set up for project coordination in IFC format.

To set up 4D and 5D workflows, we started with the modeling of the terrain using Civil3D, following all the architectural, structural and plant elements have been modeled in Revit. To each element has been assigned parameter and
information relating to the project WBS which was agreed with the Client. Through this information exported to the
IFC models it was then possible to set the 4D simulations and 5D workflows outside the BIM authoring software.
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This was possible by entering information regarding the 4D and 5D workflows associated to each element (slide 24),
from the very first stages of BIM modelling. All information are always referable to the structure of the project WBS
which is the most important “information vehicle” in this kind of project.
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It is the project WBS that allows us in a BIM process to identify all the objects by tracing them to a standard coding
that becomes of fundamental importance in order to standardize all the design phases. In the case of Cortina Rumerlo
we started with the subdivision by lots (areas) up to the identification of the single object with a 4-field alphanumeric
code.
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At this point in the process, with all the parameter and information associated with the objects within the BIM
authoring software, the 3D modeling phase is completed and the export to the IFC 2x3 open format is completed. The
next step after the export is the verification and validation of the IFC model contents, i.e. the verification that all the
information entered in the BIM native models were contained in the IFC files, without any loss on information.
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The validated IFC models were imported into an IFC compliant software that allows the setting of 4D and 5D workflows starting from the BIM models. This offers multiple benefits. First of all, the possibility to operate outside BIM
authoring software in complete interoperability. It also offers the possibility of extracting all the quantities of objects
for cost estimation starting from an information model that can be controlled and that can be updated over time in the
event of variations both in the design and construction phases.
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The software used is STR Vision CPM which allows to analyze IFC model contents and to extract all the contained
information. It is also possible to detect information relating to the project WBS and insert price list items according
to the Customer’s specifications. Once the quantities of the objects have been extracted (from the quantitative and
qualitative properties - slide 32) it is possible to associate the reference price to each quantity take off (slide 32) and automatically the software sets the individual computation lines for the preparation of project cost estimation documents.

It is also possible to set automatic rules for the IFC detections that automatically update costs in the event of project
variations with updated IFC models in both design and construction phases. This aspect is another of the added values
using a BIM process (slide 36). The final report is a cost estimation document that can be exported in different formats
(pdf, excel etc.) where we can find information about IFC object quantity take off.
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For the 4D workflow the process is similar. In this case, the project gantt drawn up with MS Project with which the
software is compliant is imported into STR Vision CPM. The gantt must be set with the same structure as the project
WBS. With semi-automated functions, the software recognizes all the objects with the related WBS codes and links
them to the Gantt according to the same logic, associating in this case not the cost but the construction time scheduling
of every task to every object.
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The added value is that associating both cost and time scheduling in the same simulation environment it is possible
to have an added control on the project, increasing its quality, and it is possible to carry out evaluations on the construction costs in a certain construction phase.
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Basic theories of performance and optimization
design of green buildings and cities
Xing Shi
Ph.D., Professor, College of Architecture and Urban Planning, Tongji University

Zhichao Tian
Ph.D., Postdoctoral Researcher, College of Architecture and Urban Planning, Tongji University

Dian Zhuang
Ph.D. Candidate, School of Architecture, Southeast University

Going green is the current trend in the building industry and the response to the challenges of energy shortage and
environmental problems. Although green buildings are defined differently in various standards and books, they all share
one common theme, i.e., to maximize the performance of buildings while minimizing their negative impacts on the
environment. Green building evaluation systems, standards, and codes are issued and implemented in many countries,
examples being LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) of the U.S., BREEAM (Building Research
Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) of the U.K., GBL (Green Building Label) of China, CASBEE (Comprehensive Assessment System for Building Environmental Efficiency) of Japan, DGNB (abbreviation in German) of
Germany, etc. All these green building systems emphasize on the performance of green buildings. The important performance aspects can be loosely grouped into two categories, namely physical environment and energy. The category of
physical environment includes heat, air, moisture, lighting, acoustics, solar, visual connection, etc.
To quantify the performance of green buildings, simulation is a commonly used technique. Simulation refers to a
model of a set of problems or events that can be used to teach someone how to do something, or the process of making
such a model environment. A typical simulation process includes steps of geometric model creation, parameters setup,
simulation run, results analysis, and design feedback. It is critical to understand that simulation itself is never the purpose. The true purpose is to use simulation to assist design. Therefore, the steps of results analysis and design feedback
are utterly important.
In green building design practice, performance optimization is both common and valuable. The general definition
of the term “optimization” is “an act, process, or methodology of making something (such as a design, system, or decision) as fully perfect, functional, or effective as possible”. Green building performance design optimization often relies
on algorithms to search for the optimal solution and drive the optimization process. Common optimization objectives
include minimizing energy consumption, minimizing carbon emission, maximizing environmental qualities such as
lighting, solar and acoustics, maximizing occupant comfort, and minimizing cost. Common design parameters are
space and form, materials and construction, equipment, control strategies, etc.
Algorithms are the driving engine of the design optimization process. An algorithm is a procedure for solving a
mathematical problem in a finite number of steps that frequently involves repetition of an operation. Optimization algorithms are a set of algorithms that are specialized in finding the optimal solution of a problem. Direct search algorithms
and intelligent algorithms such as GA (genetic algorithm) are often used in green building performance optimization
design.
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Building performance simulation (BPS) programs are not only important tools to conduct various green building
performance analysis, but also great resources to deepen the understanding of basic theories of building physics. When
learning a BPS tool, one can check the theories hidden behind the interfaces, read case studies, and try to build models
to solve design problems.
Building energy modeling is one of the most important and sophisticated simulations. Understanding the basic theories and operation of building energy simulation helps us master other simulations. OpenStudio is a free, open-source
energy simulation program developed on EnergyPlus. Most energy simulation tasks can be conducted in OpenStudio.
Ladybug tools are recommended for conducting various green building performance simulation tasks. They can be
integrated with EnergyPlus, OpenStudio, and Radiance. Developed by architects, Ladybug is user-friendly and offers an
intuitive work flow.
From the perspective of performance-driven design, BIM information network offers three advantages. First, component-centered data network is in line with the needs and working habits of architects and other professionals in the
field of architecture. Secondly, multi-level data network exhibits a clear structure and logic. Thirdly, nD data network
is extendable. The performance data in Autodesk Revit can be divided into project data, space data, HVAC zone data,
component data, material data and external data. Revit platform supports various performance analysis functions. Main
functions include local fast heating and cooling loads analysis, heating and cooling loads using cloud EnergyPlus engine, multiple light analysis in the cloud and solar analysis on model surfaces.
Rhino.Inside and Dynamo are two digital platforms supporting the performance-driven design in Revit. Rhino.
Inside brings Rhino WIP and Grasshopper to Autodesk Revit. It can support various digital performance analysis functions, including Energy Consumption Simulation, Daylight Environment Assessment, Wind Environment Assessment
etc. Most analytical processes in Rhino.Inside are based on Ladybug Tools. The performance evaluation based on the
digital design platform is more complex than the performance evaluation in Revit. Dynamo is an open source graphical
programming for design in Revit. It is more integrated than Grasshopper thus offers more access to various underlying
parameters of Revit.
At present, genetic algorithms are widely used in architectural design. Genetic algorithms can be implemented in
the digital design platform previously mentioned. The genetic algorithm engine in Dynamo is called Optimo. The tools
in Rhino.Inside contain a single-objective optimization engine called Galapagos, and a multi-objective optimization
engine called Octopus.
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Slide 3: Going green is the current trend in the building industry and the response to the challenges of energy shortage
and environmental problems. Although green buildings are defined differently in various standards and books, they all
share one common theme, i.e., to maximize the performance of buildings while minimizing their negative impacts on
the environment.

Slide 4: Green building evaluation systems, standards, and codes are issued and implemented in many countries, examples being LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) of the U.S., BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) of the U.K., GBL (Green Building Label) of China, CASBEE (Comprehensive
Assessment System for Building Environmental Efficiency) of Japan, DGNB (abbreviation in German) of Germany, etc.
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Slike 5: All these green building systems emphasize on the performance of green buildings. The important performance
aspects can be loosely grouped into two categories, namely physical environment and energy. The category of physical
environment includes heat, air, moisture, lighting, acoustics, solar, visual connection, etc.

Slide 6: To quantify the performance of green buildings, simulation is a commonly used technique. Simulation refers to
a model of a set of problems or events that can be used to teach someone how to do something, or the process of making
such a model environment. A typical simulation process includes steps of geometric model creation, parameters setup,
simulation run, results analysis, and design feedback. It is critical to understand that simulation itself is never the purpose. The true purpose is to use simulation to assist design. Therefore, the steps of results analysis and design feedback
are utterly important.
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Slide 7-8: In green building design practice, performance optimization is both common and valuable. The general definition of the term “optimization” is “an act, process, or methodology of making something (such as a design, system,
or decision) as fully perfect, functional, or effective as possible”. Green building performance design optimization often
relies on algorithms to search for the optimal solution and drive the optimization process.
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Slide 9: Common optimization objectives include minimizing energy consumption, minimizing carbon emission, maximizing environmental qualities such as lighting, solar and acoustics, maximizing occupant comfort, and minimizing
cost. Common design parameters are space and form, materials and construction, equipment, control strategies, etc.
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Slide 10-12: Algorithms are the driving engine of the design optimization process. An algorithm is a procedure for
solving a mathematical problem in a finite number of steps that frequently involves repetition of an operation. Optimization algorithms are a set of algorithms that are specialized in finding the optimal solution of a problem. Direct search
algorithms and intelligent algorithms such as GA (genetic algorithm) are often used in green building performance
optimization design.
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Slide 14: Building performance simulation (BPS) programs are not only important tools to conduct various green building performance analysis, but also great resources to deepen the understanding of basic theories of building physics.
When learning a BPS tool, one can check the theories hidden behind the interfaces, read case studies, and try to build
models to solve design problems.
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Slide 15-17: Building energy modeling is one of the most important and sophisticated simulations. Understanding the
basic theories and operation of building energy simulation helps us master other simulations.

Slide 18-19: OpenStudio is a free, open-source energy simulation program developed on EnergyPlus. Most energy simulation tasks can be conducted in OpenStudio.
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Slide 20-21: Ladybug tools are recommended for conducting various green building performance simulation tasks.
They can be integrated with EnergyPlus, OpenStudio, and Radiance. Developed by architects, Ladybug is user-friendly
and offers an intuitive work flow.

Slide 22: Building performance simulation is an active research field.
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Slide 24-25: From the perspective of performance-driven design, BIM information network offers three advantages.
First, component-centered data network is in line with the needs and working habits of architects and other professionals in the field of architecture. Secondly, multi-level data network exhibits a clear structure and logic. Thirdly, nD data
network is extendable.
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Slide 26-27: The performance data in Autodesk Revit can be divided into project data, space data, HVAC zone data,
component data, material data and external data. Revit platform supports various performance analysis functions. Main
functions include local fast heating and cooling loads analysis, heating and cooling loads using cloud EnergyPlus engine, multiple light analysis in the cloud and solar analysis on model surfaces.
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Slide 28-29: Rhino.Inside and Dynamo are two digital platforms supporting the performance-driven design in Revit.
Rhino.Inside brings Rhino WIP and Grasshopper to Autodesk Revit. It can support various digital performance analysis
functions, including Energy Consumption Simulation, Daylight Environment Assessment, Wind Environment Assessment etc. Most analytical processes in Rhino.Inside are based on Ladybug Tools. The performance evaluation based on
the digital design platform is more complex than the performance evaluation in Revit.
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Slide 30-31: Dynamo is an open source graphical programming for design in Revit. It is more integrated than Grasshopper thus offers more access to various underlying parameters of Revit.
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Slide 32-33: At present, genetic algorithms are widely used in architectural design. Genetic algorithms can be implemented in the digital design platform previously mentioned. The genetic algorithm engine in Dynamo is called Optimo.
The tools in Rhino.Inside contain a single-objective optimization engine called Galapagos, and a multi-objective optimization engine called Octopus.
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Geographic Information Systems
and their integration with BIM
Patrick Maurelli
Coordinator of Next City Lab for GIS BIM and Digital Twin
CITERA - Interdepartmental Research Centre for Territory, Architecture, Heritage and Environment
Sapienza University of Rome

Why to integrate GIS with the BIM methodologies, tools and procedures? Going beyond the 3D modelling and simple representation purposes, we should approach geography and GIS multi-thematic environments looking for effective
and useful additional dimensions of BIM data.
Before addressing the issue of operational integration between these two representation and modelling systems it is
necessary to investigate the scopes in terms of opportunities and conceptual models.
The fundamental question therefore arises: why it is interesting and useful to integrate these different logics and
methodologies?
There is a growing demand of City Information Models (CIM) to build and manage the scenarios of the Smart City;
We need Digital Twins and Big Data for cities and territories where the scale of analysis is highly variable and represents
indeed a continuum.
We can easily imagine some useful GIS-BIM applications: large complex asset management; design and maintenance
process for linear land infrastructures; tri-dimensional cadastre; deepening and improving the land coverage representation (dealing with the rigidity limits of Corine Land Cover methodology); integrating land use and land coverage in
the urban milieu, maybe introducing dynamicity. Other interesting applications will be suggested in the lesson’s slides.
The short course is aimed to students or professionals who already have a fair degree of knowledge in GIS and BIM
applications, that manage concepts as relational DBMS, Georeferenced Data, Data classification, Topology, Components and instances, parametric and data driven design.
To understand where and when GIS and BIM can meet, we need to reflect on the relations among the concepts of
Resolution, Scale, Informative details and domains, levels of Detail (LOD) and investigate on the logics of data aggregation and disaggregation. The risks behind the corner are the loss of information and the trivialization.
How can we adapt and use Attributes and GIS classifications from thematic overlay to change or to enrich BIM categories?
We could further develop some operations in a GIS-BIM integrated environment:

•
•

BIM feeding GIS Data through aggregation and summarize;
GIS feeding BIM for new buildings context aware data.

The integration between software is going to improve models for GIS and BIM interoperability: 3D modelling in GIS
environment and Cartographic models in BIM environment. This current technological challenge need to be supported by solid big data management models. There are other smart solutions that do not need the conception of a unique
complex software.
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Tools can dialog, maintaining their own skills and capabilities, if we focus on the standardization of data structures
and interchange formats, on sharing and integrated management of spatial data through the Common Data Environment (CDE).
GIS manages Big Data at large scale and for wide thematic detail on several domains; BIM manages Big Data at fine
scale and for high LOD and Granularity. The problem of multiplying vertical Big Data with horizontal Big Data could
be badly set. Large datasets should be connected just on demand in case.
More and more often we talk about Digital twin but it should be noted that we will have different scenarios, and rules
to deal with, in relation to different levels of scale and granularity. As always, tools are chosen according to operational
objectives.
The ideal scale range for GIS and those for BIM they differ but have an overlap area between LOD100 and LOD200.
When we deal with Digital Twin in in the urban context both GIS and BIM scale ranges have to be considered. Objects
from BIM can appear into a GIS and elements from GIS can impact on BIM processes, and it’s not just a question of
software.
The focus must then move on to the relationship between the data that the two systems are managing. It is not really
a matter of interoperability (of course we adore it) and not even of transferability of the geo-data from GIS to BIM or
the BIM dataset into the GIS, the success key of the integration is in the adaptation and meaningful management of the
different scale, resolution and granularity of the data. Once this is solved the relationships could be established eventually using a CDE (Common Data Environment) keeping GIS and BIM within their domains.
The Urban Digital Twin and the City Information Modelling are the perfect evolutionary domains for the GIS BIM
integration.

-------------DÖLLNER, J.; HAGEDORN, B. Integrating urban GIS, CAD, and BIM data by service-based
virtual 3D city models. Leiden, The Netherlands: Taylor & Francis/Balkema, 2008.
FOOTE, K. E.; LYNCH, M. Geographic Information Systems as an Integrating Technology: Context,
Concepts, and Definitions. Boulder, USA, 1995.
KARIMI, H. A.; AKINCI, B. CAD and GIS Integration. Florida, USA: Auerbach Publications, 2009.
MANGON N., GIS and BIM Integration Will Transform Infrastructure Design and Construction.
Redshift, Autodesk VP https://redshift.autodesk.com/gis-and-bim-integration/ - Infrastructure - Jul 17 2018
PRZYBYLA, J. The Next Frontier for BIM: Interoperability With GIS. Journal of Building Information
Modeling. Washington, USA: The National Institute of Building Sciences: 14-18 p. 2010
SEBASTIAN, R. et al. Semantic BIM and GIS modelling for energy-efficient buildings integrated
in a healthcare district. ISPRS 8th 3DGeoInfo Conference & WG II/2 Workshop. ISPRS ANNALS OF
THE PHOTOGRAMMETRY, R. S. A. S. I. S. Istanbul, Turkey. II-2 2013.
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Digital methods and tools in the
construction process for efficient project
management workﬂows: case histories
Sofia Agostinelli
CITERA - Interdepartmental Research Centre for Territory, Architecture, Heritage and Environment
Sapienza University of Rome

Buildings are becoming far more than walls, roofs and masonry: thanks to Artificial Intelligence (AI), building systems are becoming able to autonomously integrate the proliferation of data from IoT devices and occupant behavior to
apply learning, optimize performance and improve environmental efficiency. As AI is integrated with building systems
and Internet of Things (IoT) devices, it has the potential to improve occupant experience, increase operational efficiency
and optimize space and asset utilization.
A vast array of information from digital devices provides insights about the operations, use and condition of everything from the building’s infrastructure, physical environment, climate, water and energy usage, to an occupant’s
experience and satisfaction, then IoT and platforms embedded with Artificial Intelligence and machine learning make
it possible to develop innovative new services for engaging with building occupants. These systems have the potential to
radically reduce costs through automation and optimization of operations.
By taking advantage of powerful analytics and Artificial Intelligence for example, building owners can significantly
cut energy consumption and achieve ambitious cost-saving targets. After equipment performance information is collected through sensors and meters, a library of benchmark data is applied, analytics are performed and potential operational improvements are identified.
Analytics can also be used to prevent energy waste by isolating inefficient energy use. Sensor-controlled systems
can monitor dispensing and water use. Cognitive maintenance systems can help preserve the health of critical building
equipment and assets by anticipating asset failure and guiding timely interventions and so on.
A comprehensive building optimization system leverages all aspects of building and facility management. These
types of systems allow for monitoring the use of space, water and the usage and allocation of energy. Taking this monitoring one step further, building equipment data collected from IoT sensors that is tagged by location or asset type
and associated with business rules can trigger algorithms to not only detect but also predict and respond to anomalies.
These optimized ecosystems of building technologies identify opportunities for efficiency controls through predictive
maintenance. They identify possible root causes, so actions can be prioritized, assigned, monetized and prevented, as
recommendations that appear on dashboards or adjustments can be routed directly to the IoT device for action.
AI is able to capture data from day-to-day building operations to enable new levels of automation, which enables
buildings to “think,” engage and learn. These buildings can autonomously monitor and predict their own maintenance
needs. Data transmitted from connected assets, such as boilers, pumps, chillers and elevators, is analyzed and enriched
to identify anomalies, such as equipment operating outside of normal parameters. Potential failure modes are identified from tolerance and business rules, and devices are automatically instructed to take corrective action. The building
memorizes the result of the intervention so it can improve the accuracy of detection and resolution of future incidents.
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The integration of cognitive analytics, sensors and existing building systems can also significantly improve occupant
experience. Envision going to work in a building that works for you. While you’re there, IoT sensors are constantly
monitoring your movement and the temperature. It turns lights on and off for you, adjusts the flow of water in restrooms
and listens for your voice commands. Even breaths are monitored for carbon dioxide concentration in case an airflow
adjustment is needed. And when the building detects that people have left their assigned workspaces, it turns on the
lights in the parking garage, places the building systems into rest mode and checks tomorrow’s weather.
This kind of approach to problem solving is related to simulation modelling, which aims at reproducing in a virtual
environment the behavior of a non-linear dynamic system. It serves as a digital testbed where one can assess ex-ante
different strategies over a simulated time-horizon.
The development of the Digital Twin therefore begins with an integrated Information Model, in the case of buildings
this is the so-called BIM (Building Information Model), able to contain data and information useful to simulate the process, which in communication with data from sensors becomes a Digital Twin with learning capabilities, able to process
the information received. Artificial Intelligence algorithms then allow the Digital Twin to develop predictive capabilities
and finally to make and implement autonomous decisions based on the analysis performed.
The project aims to investigate, build and test methods and approaches that respond to the challenges proposed by
the increasingly necessary digitization of industrial processes, as a true digital management, which combined with the
growing potential of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning, allows to manage, optimize and automate the phases
of construction processes, with particular regard to the management phase of processes related to the life cycle of the
built environment.
As already mentioned, the key word is management: in particular it is explored a case history about the Digital Twinbased management of a portion of city, in the specific case of a residential area located in Rome and composed of 16
buildings. The goal is to build a digital process and ecosystem based on three-dimensional information models that are
able to replicate physical objects, such as buildings, and especially manage and monitor their interactions with reality.
The Digital Twin of a residential system can therefore be a key tool for the storage, visualization, analysis and creation of data useful for the management of urban life and, considering the absolute centrality of data in the realization
of digital processes, an important development consists in the integrated use of GIS and BIM, aimed at the information
management and processing of information both at the scale of the building and at the geographical and territorial scale.
BIM and GIS, although they share the essential concept of description of the real world through the combination of
visual representations and information, are conceived and developed as belonging to different domains, and therefore
have differences also and especially in the level of detail. BIM can be used to create, manage and share life-cycle data for
vertical structures, such as buildings, while GIS can store, manage and analyze data describing the urban environment,
distributed horizontally.
Therefore, Digital Twins of buildings reproduce their geometric, but above all, informative characteristics, and they
appear as 3D models but they have the particularity of being configured and structured as real time three-dimensional
databases, where data are contained within objects equipped with specific parameters and attributes that describe the
characteristics of the components themselves, thus enclosing useful information for the definition and simulation of
processes. The Digital Twin gradually becomes able to improve and enrich its knowledge and improves data, receiving
inputs and signals from sensors constantly monitoring the buildings, developing self-learning and above all predictivity
capabilities, through the integration with Artificial Intelligence algorithms.
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Machine Learning: digital methods and tools
Prof. Claudio Tomazzoli
Adjunct Professor at the Department of Computer Science of the University of Verona

Machine learning
Machine learning is a form of Artificial Intelligence that enables a system to learn from data rather than through
explicit programming.
Machine learning produce models where there are some kind of regularity in data.
Like human children learning process, it is driven by “experience”.Models can be refined given a certain amount of
data to train a “machine-learning algorithm”.
The more and the better are the training data, the more accurate the model will be. After training, when you provide
a model with an input, you will be given an output.
For example, a predictive algorithm will create a predictive model.
Machine learning techniques are divided in three categories: Supervised learning, Unsupervised learning and Reinforced learning (see slide n.02).
Supervised learning are machine learning techniques for creating a function from training data.
Training and test data are “labeled”, so that they are pairs of input objects (typically vectors) and desired outputs,
where the label is the desired output.
The output of the function can be a continuous value (”regression”), or a class label of the input object (”classification”).
The task of the supervised learner is to predict the value of the function for any valid input object after having seen
only a limited number of training examples.
Techniques which have proven to be effective are Decision Trees, Support Vector Machine, Bayesian Classification.
Decision tree learning is widely used because of its accuracy and computational cost.
The learned classification model is represented as a tree, called decision tree, in which there are decision nodes (internal) and leaf nodes. A decision node specifies some test, while on a single attribute, while a leaf node indicates a class.
An example can be seen in slide n.03.
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative classifier formally defined by a separating hyperplane.In other
words, given labeled training data (supervised learning), the algorithm outputs an optimal hyperplane which categorizes new examples.
In a space with two dimensions this hyperplane is a line dividing a plane in two parts where in each class lay in either
side (see slide 04).
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The naive Bayesian classifier is a probabilistic approach to classification.
Given an unclassified object X = (x1,...,xn) the classifier predicts that X belongs to the category having the highest
posterior probability conditioned on X.
Specifically, this classifies object X into category Ci if and only if P(Ci|X) > P(Cj|X) for all j different from i.
In text classification, a famous approach based on bayesian classification is the Bag of Word approach:
A bag-of-words model (also known as a term-frequency counter) records the number of times that words appear in
each document of a collection.The bag-of-words approach represents a document d by {tfwd } where tfwd is the number
of times the word w appears in the document d. An example can be seen in slide 05.
Unsupervised learning refers to machine learning algorithms used to draw inferences from datasets consisting of
input data without labeled responses.
Unsupervised learning conducts an iterative process, analyzing data without human intervention.
The most common unsupervised learning method are cluster analysis and neural networks (recently led to deep
learning)
K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that solve the well known clustering problem. The
procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set through a certain number of clusters (assume k
clusters) fixed a priori.
The main idea is to define k centroids, one for each cluster. These centroids shoud be placed in a cunning way because
of different location causes different result (see slide 06).
The next step is to take each point belonging to a given data set and associate it to the nearest centroid. When no
point is pending, the first step is completed and an early groupage is done (slide 07).
Neural networks is a biologically-inspired programming paradigm to emulate how the human brain works, so computers can be trained to deal with poorly defined abstractions and problem.
The average five-year-old child can easily recognize the difference between his teacher’s face and the face of the
crossing guard. In contrast, the computer must do a lot of work to figure out who is who.Deep learning is a powerful
set of techniques for machine learning using neural networks. Neural networks and deep learning currently provide the
best solutions to many problems in image recognition, speech recognition, and natural language processing. They are
described in slides 08 and 09.
Reinforcement learning is a behavioural learning model. The algorithm receives feedback from the data analysis,
guiding the user to the best outcome. Reinforcement learning differs from other types of supervised learning, because
the system isn’t trained with the sample data set. Rather, the system learns through trial and error.
The workflow of a machine learning process is shown in slide n.10.
A “digital twin model” has been applied to the case study of a residential district, and organized as a three-dimensional data system able to participate to the intelligent optimization and automation of the energy management and
efficiency of the building system (slide 11): it is named “Rione Rinascimento”(slide 12) and it’s energy need have been
studied extensively(slides 13, 14, 15 and 16). An artificial intelligence method has been devised (slides 17,18) which
makes use of clustering (slides 19,20,21), association rule mining (slides 22, 23, 24) and a novel method which includes
bag of word (slides 25,26,27,28,29,30) to ensure that the digital model sticks with the real word.
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GISBIM
Digital Methods and Tools

BIM and GIS are software. We can benefit form the interoperation of these two software: how can we achieve this?
During a building life cycle some data change seldom, some other often, so we we can devise two kind of interactions: Static and Dynamic (see slide 02).
BIM and GIS are client - server software.
Client-server architecture is a computing model in which the server hosts, delivers and manages most of the resources and services to be consumed by the client. (see slide 03)
Client: a piece of software or application that takes the input and sends request to the server(s)
 makes use of the resources of the computer it runs on
 provides the User Interface (Graphical User Interface = GUI)
 communicate through standard format (protocol)
Server: a piece of software that receives and processes requests from clients
 automatically accept request regardless of the sender
 can ask requests to there servers
 can run on the same machine of the client

This type of architecture has one or more client computers connected to a central server over a network or internet
connection.
A computer network is an interconnection of multiple devices, also known as hosts, that are connected using multiple paths for the purpose of sending/receiving data or media.
A protocol is the set of rules or algorithms which define the way how two entities can communicate across the network and there exists different protocol defined at each layer of the ISO / OSI model.
The ISO / OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) model is a reference model that specifies standards for communications protocols and also the functionalities of each layer (slide 04).
Known Protocols are : HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, POP3 and IMAP while Important Protocols are Internet Protocol(IP)
and Transfer Control Protocol (TCP) over which the former depends upon.
The Internet Protocol (IP) is a protocol, or set of rules, for routing and addressing packets of data so that they can
travel across networks and arrive at the correct destination. Data traversing the Internet is divided into smaller pieces,
called packets. IP information is attached to each packet, and this information helps routers to send packets to the right
place.
An IP address is a unique identifier assigned to a device or domain that connects to the Internet. Each IP address is
a series of characters, such as ‘192.168.1.1’. Via DNS resolvers, which translate human-readable domain names into IP
addresses, users are able to access websites without memorizing this complex series of characters (slide 05).
Both BIM and GIS are complex client server application, as shown in slides 06,07 and 08. They can interoperate in a
static way using files or in a dynamic way thanks to the use of one ore more software(slide 09).

Static Interaction:
Data can be Structured, Partially-Structured or Unstructured (slide 10): BIM and GIS software can exchange data using partially structured file. The most common used format for semi- structured data interchange in Extensible Markup
Language: “XML” ,a text file with TAGs describing the structure. It is a Standard W3C ; it describes the logic structure of
a document, which is represent as a tree.A more detailed description can be found on slides 11,12,13,14.
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BIMXML describes building data (sites, buildings, floors, spaces, and equipment and their attributes) in a simplified
spatial building model (extruded shapes and spaces) for BIM collaboration. The XML Schema was developed as an alternative to full scale IFC models to simplify data exchanges between various AEC applications and to connect Building
Information Models through Web Services. (http://bimxml.org/ )
GIS lack a standard XML schema, as explained in slides 15, moreover GIS and BIM cannot effortlessly exchange
XML file, as shown in slides 16 through 18, without the aid of a tailor made software.
Dynamic Interaction:
A database is an organized collection of structured information, or data, typically stored electronically in a computer
system. A database is usually controlled by a database management system (DBMS). Together, the data and the DBMS,
along with the applications that are associated with them, are referred to as a database system, often shortened to just
database.
Data within the most common types of databases in operation today is typically modeled in rows and columns in a
series of tables to make processing and data querying efficient. The data can then be easily accessed, managed, modified, updated, controlled, and organized.
Most databases use structured query language (SQL) for writing and querying data.
Databases and spreadsheets (such as Microsoft Excel) are both convenient ways to store information. The primary
differences between the two are:
 How the data is stored and manipulated
 Who can access the data
 How much data can be stored
Spreadsheets were originally designed for one user, and their characteristics reflect that. They’re great for a single
user or small number of users who don’t need to do a lot of incredibly complicated data manipulation. Databases, on
the other hand, are designed to hold much larger collections of organized information—massive amounts, sometimes.
Databases allow multiple users at the same time to quickly and securely access and query the data using highly complex logic and language. SQL is a programming language used by nearly all relational databases to query, manipulate,
and define data, and to provide access control. The dynamic interaction between BIM and GIS can be achieved enabling
the interaction of their DBMS and thanks to use of the language SQL, as better explained in slides 19 through 25.
The case study in slides 26, 27, 28, 29 is a !mWatt photovoltaic plant of 50.000 square meters in which a dynamic
interaction of a GIS and a power metering software enables the full visual control of 98 “follow the sun” solar panels.
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ISS GIS-BIM: beyond summer school
Prof. Flavio Rosa
ISS Coordinator

Organization and digitization of information about buildings and civil engineering works, including building information modelling (BIM)
This book is the collection of contributions presented by the professors who participated in the first edition of the International Summer School (ISS) GIS-BIM for digital integrated design held online from 31 August to 11 September 2020
organized by the Department of Planning, Design, and Technology of Architecture of the Sapienza University of Rome.
An experience that has so enriched all participants, teachers and students, that the creation of this book has become
a duty. The approach to the integration of GIS and BIM cannot be limited only to software and operational solutions
but to the entire methodological framework. This book, which collects the contents of the ISS lessons, aims to be a first
popular approach to integrated solutions between GIS and BIM starting from the methodology and arriving at the presentation of representative and significant case studies.
With this work we want to start a path of cooperation and lasting exchange with all the academic and professional
realities of the world. The preparation of the subsequent editions of Winter and Summer School is already under construction, so we wanted the experience built in the first edition to become the first step on this long journey.
Forty hours of intense lessons, rich in multidisciplinary contributions by teachers with high academic and professional experience in the Digital Twin sector, a digital modeling of reality with tools and applications typical of the planning sector from the territorial to the architectural scale.
The contents of the text are the collection and reorganization of the 5 teaching modules of the ISS:
1. An Introduction to Digital Transformation of Construction Industry.
1.b 4D/5D Modeling & Management workflows for Cortina’s FIS Alpine World Ski Championships new downhill
race track.
1.c Common data environment(s) and digital platforms in construction sector.
1.d GIS-BIM for integrated design: “integrated” meaning in the AEC history, which kind of integration between
BIM and GIS, perspective and limits.
2. The integrated management of sustainable processes of requalification and recovery in the architectural and environmental heritage.
3. Geographic Information Systems and its integration with BIM methodologies. Why to integrate GIS with the BIM
methodologies, tools and procedures?
4. Digital methods and tools in the construction process for an efficient project management workflow: case studies.
4.a Analysis of integrated models and applicative case studies within the digital approach for planning and programming the activities through the process phases.
5. -

Performance analysis and optimization design of green buildings driven by digital technology (BIM, Rhino,
etc.): lectures and hands-on exercises

-

Algorithms and how they change the architectural design.

-

Sustainable urban design in the digital era

-

Green practices in China’s building industry.
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We hope that our work represents a stimulus to involve as many people as possible in cultural growth in the technical-scientific field and in strengthening international cooperation.
This publication stems thanks to the excellent work of all teachers and the active participation of students but also
thanks to the financial contribution of International Urban Cooperation (IUC) Programme which made it possible to
publish it.
We wish to thank the whole IUC team for the human, professional and financial support given to the entire project.
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Concluding remarks
A university is a community of scholars and students. Its mission is to meet the socio-educational needs of a human
capital committed to facing the complexities of the challenges in contemporary society.
In this moment of great suffering and strict restrictions, all the figures in this community are called on to contribute.
Knowledge, new training horizons and international cooperation are the pillars upon which the entire organizing
committee built the International Summer School GIS-BIM for digital integrated design.
We also wanted to summarize the didactic and human activity in the contents collected in this book. The goal is to
render the 10-day ISS learning experience available in order to build new ones in the future.
The organization committee is already at work on the next editions of the Winter and Summer Schools on the issues
of integration not only in terms of practical and innovative methods but also through cooperation and growth with
academic and professional realities of the world.
For information and contacts on the activities related to the integration development of GIS-BIM solutions please
visit the website: www.gis-bim.eu.
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